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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Erosion of the Nukupure Park Coastline
The Nukupure Park coastline is at risk. Beach‐loss has been observed.
The Mei Te Vai Ki Te Vai (MTVKTV) Environmental Impact Assessment proposes that shoreline
retreat and narrowing of the beach may be due to historical sand mining in the area. Unmanaged
floodwater is impacting on the park (land). Over 2018‐19 the sand ramp area was washed out into
the lagoon three times, and in 2019 the north east end of the park suffered severe erosion along the
park edge.
Research on the toa suggests that it may have initially caused the beach‐loss and coastal erosion
both at Nukupure Park and along the Muri shoreline.

Muri Shoreline Projects
In February 2019 public works were undertaken along the Muri shoreline.
Sediment Removal: As part of the Cook Islands Government Mei Te Vai Ki Te Vai Project, sand
was removed from the stream delta area near the Pacific Resort to improve water flow through
the lagoon and remove nutrient rich sediment that may be leading to seaweed growth.
• Beach Nourishment: Sediment from the stream was moved to Nukupure Park and placed along
the coastal bank (dune). The dune area has been tightly wrapped in biodegradable coconut
matting (coir).
• Planting: Community group Muri Environment Care (MEC) have planted the dune area to
stabilise the new sand. Fencing and pedestrian access controls are planned to prevent damage
to the dune, while plants are establishing and as a long‐term erosion control measure.
•

Project Assessment
It is likely that both the Beach Nourishment and Planting projects will not prevent erosion of the
coastline nor enable natural beach regeneration.
Failure of the dune will result in further loss of the park and beach. There will also be impacts on
the lagoon and nearby coastal properties.
Significant environmental factors have not been considered or mitigated:
floodwaters1
• existing plantings specifically the toa/ironwood trees that are known to impact understory plant
growth and lead to coastal erosion.
• normal coastal and storm surge conditions impacts on the dune bank/planting area.
•

Project documentation does not include sufficient risk assessment or contingency planning. It is
unclear what steps will be taken if the Beach Nourishment and/or Planting projects fail.

1

The MTVKTV EIA was submitted in Dec 2017, prior to the flooding that damaged the park in 2018‐19. The MEC Funding
Application is circa mid‐2018.
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There are discrepancies between the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), the Funding
Application, and the work that has been carried out. Only the work detailed in the EIA has been
submitted to National Environment Service (NES) for approval.

Fig. 1 Erosion to Nukupure Park, c. 4 Jan 2019
Nukupure Park after heavy rains (prior to Beach Nourishment). Source: Infrastructure Cook Islands.

Assessment Method
Assessment of the projects at Nukupure Park is based on observations of the site Feb‐Apr 2019,
personal communication with the project teams, literature review, and project documentation: the
Mei Te Vai Ke Te Vai Environmental Impact Assessment, and MEC Funding Application.

Site Observations Feb‐Apr 2019
Floodwaters have eroded the dune: sediment has been lost from above the dune bank and
around the roots of the established trees along the edge of the park. The dune has been
undermined and water courses have formed down the dune face.
• The coir has ripped and is losing plants, sand, and plastic pegs into the lagoon.
• A vertical slope (scarp) has formed at the base of the dune. The coir matting has hardened the
coastline accelerating beach loss. Wrapping the dune also prevents the slope from naturally re‐
grading in response to wave and wind action.
• The dune is not being sustained by natural processes. The dune can only be sustained when
sand is deposited on the beach can dry and then be blown inland. The wrapped dune bank
currently ends in the lagoon (there is no dry beach). The coir also prevents sand from the surface
of the nourished dune bank from being blown inland.
•

Next Steps
1. Request a Status Report from MEC and MTVKTV, confirming responsibilities / accountability for
aspects of the current works. Request regular project status reports (on a 1‐2 month cycle).
2. Request the project be redefined to address the environmental factors likely to be causing
erosion, including those identified in this assessment. NES or suitable agency/consultant would
need to research causes and assess likely impacts of any proposed solutions. Proposed solutions
should also include risk assessment and the steps that will be taken if the project fails.
3. Appoint a family representative to liaise with the project partners to facilitate project consent
and community engagement.
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PROJECT PLANNING
There are discrepancies between:
Mei Te Vai Ki Te Vai Environment Impact Assessment (EIA);
• the Muri Environment Care Funding Application project plan; and
• the work that has been completed.
•

Discrepancies relate to plant selection, the retention of foreshore protection, wrapping of the dune
area, and the fencing and pedestrian access systems. Aspects of the project that impact on the long‐
term effectiveness of the project as erosion control have not been submitted to NES as part of the
EIA process.

Plant Selection
The plants proposed in the Funding Application and through communication with Muri Environment
Care members differ to those detailed in the EIA. One example is that MEC proposed to plant ‘au
(beach hibiscus) when the EIA stated: ‘Vigorous plants that might create greater maintenance issues
for the land owners have been avoided…Large plants and trees have also been discounted’.
(As a result of personal communication with MEC, ‘au is no longer proposed.)
Both the EIA and Funding Application emphasise that plantings should be native and able to grow in
coastal conditions — but how the plants contribute to stabilising the dune area does not appear to
have been considered.
The ability for a native plant to grow on the coast does not automatically recommend its use as a
bio‐engineering solution to stabilise an artificial dune. Plant selection for the purpose of stabilisation
needs to consider growing habit, root system, planting density, companion planting, planting
progression, etc.
MEC have been advised but have not engaged with the likely impacts of the toa/ironwood trees
growing along the top of the dune area.

Foreshore Protection
Foreshore protection (shoreline armour) prevents waves from eroding the dune and park edge.
The MEC Funding Application project description includes removing existing foreshore protection
(boulders, etc.); while the EIA recommends only smaller debris be removed but larger boulders
remain as foreshore protection.
Muri Environment Care has been removing armour from the beach since 2011.
Nukupure Park: From 2011: 4 major clearances on the beach of the basalt rocks and rubble
with enthusiastic community members turning up armed with rakes, wheelbarrows, etc. 2

2

Letter from Muri Environment Care / Exhibit 8, dated 25 Mar 2019.
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A Wrapped Dune
Coir matting is made of coconut fibre. It is biodegradable with a lifespan of 3‐4 years. In a coastal
setting, coir is commonly used as temporary surface erosion control. It is laid over the upper part of
the beach/bank above the high water mark. Over time the matting degrades and plants start to
stabilise the dune area.
Coir matting was not mentioned in the EIA or the Funding Application, but is shown in the
engineering cross‐section presented by MEC to Ngati Teaia in Feb 2019.

Fig. 2 Nukupure Park Beach Nourishment Engineering Cross‐section (modified)
Cross‐section modified from source: Fill areas coloured; labels added designating Park‐to‐Lagoon
zones; repeated MHWS marker (red triangle) at bottom of coir slope. All fill slopes are 5:1.
The cross‐section shows a 4 metre flat coir‐wrapped area for planting at the top of the bank with the
coir matting continuing down the dune slope. The coir is held in place by 300mm rocks at the top
and bottom of the bank (and onsite is also anchored with 20cm plastic pegs). At its lowest point, the
coir would be entirely above the high‐water mark (MHWS) and covered by fill. An area of permanent
dry beach is provided by a 5‐7.6 meter strip of (unwrapped) fill in two layers with the composition
noted as: ‘Beach fill carted from stream’ and ‘Final fill’.

Fig. 3 Nukupure Park Site Visit, 23 Feb 2019
Left: Cleared shoreline and temporary vehicle access road in preparation for nourishment.
Right: Coir mat installation.
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The wrapped area of the dune now extends into the waterline. The result is that the Nukupure
shoreline has been armoured — the dune is now a single giant sandbag3. Hardening the shoreline
has resulted in sand loss. Normal wave action is eroding the base of the dune itself.
(Free) sand dunes change their shape as they absorb and redistribute wave action. The wrapped
sand cannot change its shape. The slope cannot naturally re‐grade in response to wave action. The
wrapped sand is also unable to dry, and be blown inland to naturally nourish the top of the dune.
Under storm conditions, erosion of the dune will accelerate as the steepening dune bank comes
under attack from high waves. Once the dune is gone, the waves will break on the roots of the trees
planted along the park edge; where the mix of soil and tree roots cannot re‐grade. The edge of the
park will be washed away and the shallow‐rooted toa are likely to fall resulting in further damage to
the park edge.
As a coastal protection measure, remedial work is required to restore the dune and beach area.
Formal shoreline armour will prevent loss of the park (land). Given the intention to regenerate a
recreational beach, shoreline armour is not recommended as it will result in beach‐loss.

Fig. 4 Beach Nourishment Construction, 23 Feb 2019
Coir mat is entirely on a slope, with no flat area for plantings at the top of the dune.
Work may have been compromised by the presence of the trees along the park edge.

3

Public perception of sandbags as coastal protecture differs from their environmental impact. The size and rounded form
is misleading as it suggests the sandbags are a temporary and ‘soft’ solution – a ‘sand pillow’. Environmentally sandbagging
is shoreline hardening. A sandbag is a low‐cost, small‐scale, human‐transportable ‘boulder’.
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Fencing and Pedestrian Beach Access
The fencing and pedestrian access the beach continues to change. Fencing started as a low‐slung
rope (EIA), but was initially constructed from weed‐mat. It is now wire mesh supported by
reinforcing rod.

Fig. 5 Pedestrian Access, 27 Mar 2019
Wire mesh fence supported by reinforcing rod. Pedestrian access to the beach is via gaps in the fence.
Pedestrians walk down the dune slope directly on the coir matting.
Damage to the coir can be seen at the base of the dune.
Pedestrian access methods suggested in formal documentation and through personal
communication have included boardwalks, removable steel ramps, and stairs. Currently pedestrians
are walking down the slope of the dune directly on the coir matting.
Uncertainty regarding an appropriate fencing and access method calls into question the
managemet of design, fabrication and installation processes.
Pedestrian access is over an unstable dune/eroding coastline to an area with no dry beach.
• At high‐tide any formal access system is likely to end in the water.
• If the access system is anchored to a permanent footing, then wave action will result erosion of
the surrounding beach or dune area.
•

As a risk‐management strategy, it may be advisable to remove the gaps to fence‐off the dune area
until such a time as the coastline stabilises; then re‐evaluate pedestrian access methods. In the
interim, Install signage directing pedestrians to access the beach via the sand ramp alongside the
Muri Beach Club Hotel.
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Fig. 6 Dune Fencing Methods, EIA / MEC
EIA: low‐slung rope (left). MEC: weedmat, 12 Mar 2019
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RESEARCH BASIS
The MEC initiated Beach Nourishment and Planting projects are based on fieldwork summarised in
Preliminary field observations of Muri shoreline and lagoon (2016). (The MEC Funding Application
does not appear to reference the EIA prepared by MTVKTV.)
The scope of the fieldwork was to survey beach profiles: recording the shape of the foreshore,
beach, and lagoon 4. The researchers also noted lagoon and shoreline features at each survey mark.
The result is a broad description of the state of the Muri shoreline (over the first week of Nov 2016),
in terms of:
the type of coastline: sandy beach, dune, etc.,
• erosion indicators such as exposed roots or vertical scarring, and
• erosion protection measures such as beach armour.
•

Fig. 7 Map Showing Muri Shoreline Characteristics
Source: Preliminary field observations of Muri shoreline and lagoon, Beetham & Turner (2016)

4

Beach profiles can be used to track change or compare a coastline. The 2016 survey is the start of a data series, but is of
limited value without ongoing resurveying. Seasonal conditions also impact on interpretation of the profiles: the survey
was conducted after/during during the storm season where sand loss is to be expected.
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The fieldwork did not determine the extent or confirm the specific causes of the erosion at
Nukupure Park. Such research would include compiling and compare data to establish, measure and
track ‘what has changed’: how much of the beach has been lost, etc5.

Fig. 8 Example Beach Profile from Nukupure Coastline: Rugby 2
(Beetham, Turner, 2016.) This survey location was at south end of the park, old concrete picnic table
adjacent to sand ramp, and ends at leeward spit / sandbar extending from motu Koromiri.
Periodic resurveying can be used to track changes to the lagoon environment.
The 2016 report does list common causes of coastal erosion and makes reference to the erosion
seen along the Muri shoreline. Theories in the fieldwork as to possible causes of erosion are
reasoned, but not supported by data. Likewise, the proposed erosion‐protection measures are ways
of protecting ‘a’ shoreline but are not supported by research of the Nukupure Park shoreline6.
One significant environmental factor not mentioned by the 2016 report is the impact of floodwaters.
The researchers advise in their summary that: ‘more thorough research would be required to form a
confident solution.’

5

Such enviromental rresearch has been collected in the AECOM Interdisciplinary Assessment of the Muri Lagoon (2018).
This consider variable that impact upon lagoon health: inland water, waterflows, nutrient levels, etc.
6

MEC provide another example of applying general theories to the specifics of Nukupure Park without supporting (formal)
data. The project proposes a vehicle access gate but as part of the Presentation that: ‘…It is also well known but not
documented in this [2016] study that foot traffic and vehicle traffic also causes erosion.’
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Supporting Evidence
The emphasis of the EIA was on Sediment Removal. No data has been presented in any of the
project documentation on the extent of, or to track, the rate of beach‐loss7 at Nukupure Park.
An unstated assumption is that beach‐loss has been more dramatic ‘recently’: in 2015‐16 and since
the growth of algae and then seaweed in the lagoon. However the fieldwork summary does not
provide data that establishes a connection between seaweed growth in the lagoon and erosion at
Nukupure Park.
The 2016 fieldwork uses the exposed roots of the toa trees as an indicator of coastal erosion — that
when land is lost, tree roots will be exposed. Other research (Sealey 2003), suggests that coastal
erosion increases where toa is planted. Toa may be the reason why the coastline has eroded at
Nukupure Park and along the Muri shoreline.

7

The EIA includes aerial photos comparing the shoreline in 1991 with 2017. Focus is directed to the Vaiterenga stream,
however it also shows that Nukupure Beach has retreated to the base of the toa planted along the park edge.
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BEACH NOURISHMENT PROJECT (MEI TE VAI KI TE VAI)
The Beach Nourishment project was included in the Environmental Impact Assessment for
removing sediment from Vaiterenga stream.
Sediment from the stream provided a convenient source of sand for the Beach Nourishment
proposed by MEC. The EIA details the process of moving sand from the Vaiterenga Stream to
Nukupure Park. The EIA does not detail the causes of erosion at Nukupure Park, or suggest that
Beach Nourishment would be a long‐term solution.
The beach nourishment may be temporary in nature as ongoing erosion from land run off,
along shore flows and storm events continue. The beach and bank may therefore return to
the current condition over time. Keeping the larger boulders in place as proposed will help to
limit further erosion. EIA, 4.5 Effects on Hazards and Natural Risks (p.20).

Fig. 9 Completed Beach Nourishment and Planting, 12 Mar 2019
Soon after completion of the nourishment, the base of the dune is covered by fill.
Erosion impacts (exposed rocks) can be seen at the base of the distant dune area..
Sediment from the stream has been moved to the dune bank and tightly‐wrapped in biodegradable
coir coconut matting. The coir is held in place by rocks and plastic pegs.
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Fig. 10 Nukupure Park Beach Nourishment Engineering Cross‐section (modified)
MHWS (marked with red triangles) is the ‘mean high water springs’: the highest the sea will reach at
its maximum range/highest tide. In normal conditions, the exposed area of the coir slope should be
above the waterline.
The engineering cross‐section shows an area of dry beach between the coir and the lagoon. In
normal coastal conditions, the foot of coir dune should be above the waterline.
Contractors were to remove smaller debris from Nukupure Beach, and use this to reinforce the
banks of the Vaiterenga Stream. The EIA details that the larger debris was to remain to ‘protect the
foreshore’. Instead this may have been used to anchor the top and bottom of the coir mat. Fencing
has been constructed around the dune as part of the MEC Planting Project.

Fig. 11 Erosion Impacts
Left: Floodwater has washed sand from the park edge down the coir (12 Apr 2019).
Fill has eroded at the base of the coir. Coir now sits in the waterline (22 Mar 2019).

Project Status to April 2019
•
•
•
•
•

Sand is being lost from the foot of the dune before plants have become sufficiently established
to resist wave action.
The coir mats are tearing, noticeably along the foot of dune. Plastic anchor pegs have come
loose and are entering the lagoon.
Floodwater has undermined the dune. Voids in the bank are hidden by the coir and are a hazard
to pedestrians accessing the beach.
Surface floodwater has eroded the park land above the dune area.
Without an area of dry breach, the dune cannot be sustained by natural processes.
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Fig. 12 Erosion Impacts, 27 Mar 2019
Left: Floodwater has eroded areas along the park edge at the top of the dune.
Wave action has damaged the coir, forming vertical scarp as sand is lost. Anchor pegs are loose.

Predictions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Floodwater erodes the park edge around the roots of trees above the dune and undermines the
dune bank.
The coir matting hardens the coastline, accelerating beach‐loss.
The foot of the dune continues to lose sand, and recedes inland.
Storm conditions lead to dune collapse.
Waves impact on the park edge and the root systems of established trees.
Falling trees damage the park edge and the coastlines recedes/sea moves inland.
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PLANTING PROJECT (MURI ENVIRONMENT CARE)
In the Funding Application and the MEC presentation to Ngati Teaia (20 Feb 2019), the Planting
project was described as an erosion protection measure.

Fig. 13 Dune Planting Area, 12 Mar 2019
Planting the dune bank has been undertaken by community volunteers. As the coir degrades, the
leaves and roots of the plants are intended to slow, (but will not prevent), dune erosion.
Fencing has been constructed to prevent damage to the dune and plantings. Other measures are
planned but have not been implemented: formal pedestrian access to the beach (walking over the
dune area), and a vehicle access gate across the sand ramp to the south of the park8.

8

The access gate may no longer be constructed. Landowners were not convinced that vehicles had contributed to erosion
of the beach. There were also questions regarding how MEC would ensure that ‘responsible’ users, such as families and
business owners, would be able to open the gate.
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Fig. 14 Plantings, 12 Mar 2019
Coconut palms (left) and beach vines planted by volunteers.

Project Status to April 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over 80 volunteers have planted more than 3000 native beach plants into the dune area 9.
Vines have become established across the dune face.
Young coconuts along the top of dune are growing.
Some plantings along the foot of the dune have been washed away.
Toa branchlets are starting to fall and cover the plants and coir matting.
Temporary weedmat fencing (constructed after damage to plantings by dogs), has been replaced
with wire mesh.
Pedestrian access is down the dune slope, walking on the coir matting.

Fig. 15 Toa Branchlets, 27 Mar 2019
As branchlets fall, they form a dense layer of leaf litter that is slow to degrade.

9

Plant numbers from pers. comm., Muri Environment Care / Exhibit 8.
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Fig. 16 Dune Erosion and Leaf Litter, 27 Mar 2019
The base of the dune has eroded. Sand has been washed out from underneath the coir. The finer
surface layer of the coir has been stripped, revealing the underlying support weave. In this degraded
state, the matting no longer protects the dune from surface erosion.

Predictions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dune erosion through floodwater and wave action results in the loss of plantings.
Toa branchlets prevent the establishment of planted and natural vegetation. (The leaf litter
shades plants, prevent natural seed germination, affects soil quality, etc.)
Young coconuts (and any other deeper‐rooted plants) are not able to establish through the
dense root system of the toa. In storm coastal condition, the new plants are lost from the dune.
Pedestrians walking down the dune damage the coir.
Plantings do not stabilise the dune. Beach nourishment is lost to the lagoon.
There are impacts on bordering properties, the estuary and harbour to the north of the park.10

10

At the time of the Beach Nourishment a family member noted a new area of white sand beach forming along the
coastline norht of the park.
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TOA/IRONWOOD
Cross‐referencing the plants proposed for the dune planting has led to research that links toa with
coastal erosion. Toa may be the cause of erosion of Nukupure Park and the Muri shoreline.

Toa: Quick Facts
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Toa / Ironwood / Australian Pine / Casuarina equisetifolia L.
Toa are one of the few trees able to survive coastal conditions.
The trees create a monoculture, how they grow prevents the establishment of other plants.
Toa needles (branchlets) prevent the growth of understory plantings: they form a dense layer of
leaf litter that blocks light and negatively impacts soil quality.
The tree has a dense, but often shallow, root system. When growing close to the shoreline the
high water table means tap roots do not need to penetrate far into the ground to reach a water
source.
The lifespan of the tree is about 50 years, with growth of up to 3 meters per year.
Although the tree survives coastal conditions, its roots are not able to survive sustained
exposure to salt water.

Fig. 17 Toa along the Muri Shoreline, 23 Feb 2019
Stands of toa: north of Te Vakaroa Villas (left), and adjacent to Aremango Guest House (right).
Pronounced dune erosion and dense leaf litter.

Toa in the Cook Islands
The reason we have stands of toa along our coastline are:
1. As a windbreak. Trees must regularly be cut low to encourage branching, and pruned to form a
dense hedge.
2. Coastal hardiness. Toa are one of the few trees that can survive coastal conditions. They are
invasive and spread quickly through seed dispersal. Their growth prevents other competing
plants from taking hold.
3. Habit/familiarity/common‐practise. Talking with a newly‐returned family they were advised to
plant toa to protect their home against storm surges / cyclone conditions along the Matavera
coastline. Toa also have use culturally (drumming, carving), and for firewood.

17
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Dune Stabilisation
The movement of the sand in a free‐moving dune absorbs and redistributes wave energy. In storm
conditions a free‐moving dune area acts as a buffer between the sea and the land.
See appendices: A Natural Dune / A Toa Dune (pp.i—ii).
Dune stabilisation stops (or slows) sand movement. Internationally, dunes were stabilised during
pioneering settlement; where coastal areas were converted into farmland. The sand in a stabilised
dune cannot move. In storm conditions high waves will erode a stabilised dune (and eventually the
the beach and coastline).

Toa and Coastal Erosion
In 2003, Neil Sealey presented a case study detailing erosion damage to the coastal Small Hope Bay
resort in Andros, Bahamas: ‘The Cycle Of Casuarina‐Induced Beach Erosion’. The case study includes
a model for understanding how casuarina (toa) impacts upon a coastline.
The model is supported by observations over a number or years at the resort and neighbouring
properties and concludes that the toa disrupt the natural processes of dune environments,
specifically dune and beach recovery after storm events where sand is lost offshore.
Particularly telling are those sites where [toa] do not dominate the shore but occur in clumps
interspersed with the native vegetation. In these cases there is evidence of significant sand loss
from the top of the dune or complete breaching, where the toa are growing, but only in these
locations.

Fig. 18 Casuarina Intrusion, Bahamas (From Sealey, 2011)
Figs.8,9 in source: Casuarina intrusion and dune retreat within a stable dune on Paradise Island (left).
Detail: Chronic erosion of dune beneath casuarinas.
The photos above show the same stretch of coastline is eroding at different rate where
casuarina/toa grow. In the foreground: the steeper, naturally‐vegetated dune, then a flattened dune
(due to toa growth), then another natural dune.
A further paper ‘Casuarina‐Induced Beach Erosion Revisited’ (2011) provided observations that
support the proposed model.
Areas with extensive toa invasion show chronic erosion.
• Beaches without toa show rapid recovery after storm damage.
• Stretches of beach with toa alternating with natural vegetation show differential erosion.
• Areas cleared of toa show rapid sand accumulation with or without replanting.
•
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TOA AND COASTAL EROSION AT NUKUPURE PARK
There are parallels between the cycle of toa‐induced beach erosion and what can be observed at
Nukupure Park.
The area to the south of the park (Muri Beach Club Hotel) has a naturally sustained, wide sandy
beach and dune bank. However the beach and coastline changes rapidly at the park edge.11

Fig. 19 Aerial View of the Muri Shoreline 1991 / 2017 showing Nukupure Park
Source: MTVKTV EIA.
Toa can be seen along the park edge (top right). In 2017 the beach has receded toward the base of
the trees. The shape and depth of the Muri Beach Club Hotel beach has remained relatively
unchanged. Nukupure beach is widest to the north and narrows to the south. The Koromiri‐sandbar
is visible mid‐right of the 2017 photo; sandbar growth has narrowed the channel opposite the sand
ramp.
Likely impacts on Nukupure Park (where toa is the cause of erosion).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Toa self‐seed or planted and are maintained as a wind‐break for the recreational area.
As they grow, the trees stabilise and flattened the dune area.
In storm coastal conditions, waves erode the dune and eventually the park edge.
Observing exposed roots the community armour the park edge and fill around the roots of
the trees.
The shoreline armour results in further beach‐loss.
The continued impact of the toa / lack of dry beach prevents natural dune regeneration: in
normal coastal conditions sand cannot be blown up off the beach to rebuild the dune.
Beach‐loss and coastal erosion is observed (and the cycle of erosion continues).

11

There are other factors that may have contributed to coastal erosion. These include: the removal of vegetation from the
top of the dune area, changes to sediment levels in the lagoon, changes in waterflow/sediment transport due to the
narrowing of the lagoon opposite Koromiri (with a growing sandbar), and the long‐term impacts of ad‐hoc armouring.
There is also the impact of floodwaters which in 2018‐19 have destablised the park edge.
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Toa cannot survive when roots are regularly exposed to salt water. The archival photo from the MEC
Presentation (below, left) shows a large toa on the park side of the sand ramp. In the 2017 photo
this tree is gone, in its place is a coconut palm and the remnants of ad‐hoc shoreline armour.

Fig. 20 Nukupure Beach c.1980 / 2018
Source: Muri Environment Care.
Toa nearer the ramp in the 1980s photo have been replaced by coconut palms. In both photos the
gentle slope of the beach is characteristic of beach‐loss.
The 2018 photo was taken after the sand ramp was eroded by floodwaters 12. Just visible (bottom‐
left) is the 1.5‐2 meter scarp under the parked vehicles.
The widely‐held belief is that vegetation is only subject to the impacts of erosion: that as coastal
areas are eroded, plants are damaged or dislodged and have their roots exposed. The fieldwork from
2016 uses the exposed toa tree roots as a sign that the coastline is eroding. It was not considered
that toa might be causing erosion.

Public Perception
Communication with MEC parallels the issue noted by the authors of the Australian Pine Taskforce
Management Plan, where public perception is seeen as the key challenge to engaging with the
impacts and removal of the toa (p.22) (emphasis added).
Effective outreach should include information about the impacts on ecosystem stability and
biodiversity. However, the presentation of scientific information is unlikely to be persuasive
for many people. This is particularly true in … proposing to remove species that have held a
prominent place in our public landscapes. To be informed that [toa] is an invasive species that
is proposed for removal forces individuals to face a host of losses that can be psychologically
costly (e.g., what we thought was natural is not; what we loved was an invasive weed)
(McNeely 2001).

12

The pattern of erosion to the park may also be relevant. The two areas most impacted by floodwaters have been the
sand ramp along the south boundary, and area around the base of the stand of toa in the north corner of the park. To the
south, construction of the Muri Beach Club Hotel property is likely to have hardened the area (underground), the root
systems of the coconut palms, kapaie/panax hedging and toa, combined with the building foundations and an inground
pool preventing underground water from flowing further south. Not currently visible is an underground mineral spring
located in the (north‐west?) corner of the park, which has been covered.
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SITE VISIT 19 APRIL 2019
An initial assessment (including the project predictions) was completed 17 April 2019. However
another extreme weather event 18‐19 April 2019 resulted in flooding and road‐closure throughout
Muri. Revisiting the site after the flooding, erosion along the shoreline has increased dramatically.

Fig. 21 Erosion impacts: Centre‐field, 19 Apr 2019
The sand bank and plantings have been washed away from the centre of the park.
The park edge is eroding inland, past the juvenile coconut palm.

Fig. 22 Erosion impacts, 19 Apr 2019
Left: Plantings washed from the dune collect against the fencing.
Right: Dune collapse revealing old shoreline armour used as fill.
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Fig. 23 Pedestrian Accesses, 19 Apr 2019
Left: (High‐tide) the lagoon is moving inland toward the edge of the park.
Right: Dune erosion across pedestrian access.

Fig. 24 Erosion Impacts, Lagoon‐side North‐east Corner, 19 Apr 2019
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Fig. 25 Erosion Impacts, North‐east Corner, 19 Apr 2019
Clockwise from top‐left: (1) Park erosion damage. No rutting of the park surface was seen
inland/west of the crater. The erosion at this location may be caused by underground water pressure.
(2) Fencing damaged by dune collapse. (3) Exposed toa roots.
(4) View of toa and erosion scarp from lagoon.

Fig. 26 Toa 19 Apr 2019
Left: Evidence of salt‐water damage — dying branches on an adult toa.
Right: Toa sapling establishing through the root systems of bordering coconut palms.
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FORMING A SOLUTION
The Beach Nourishment and Planting projects require further research into the causes of erosion
and re‐scoping to provide coastal protection and enable beach regeneration at Nukupure Park.
The new project should take into account:
conditions the park has been subject to since submission of the original EIA (e.g. flooding in
2018‐19),
• impact of the toa,
13
• recently‐completed inter‐disciplinary research into the coast and lagoon environment .
•

Defining the Problem and Project Aims
The erosion of Nukupure Park has two main dimensions: erosion of the park(land) and erosion of the
beach (beach‐loss).
The aim is to retain the park land and create conditions that result in a naturally‐sustained
recreational beach. This may be achived by:
1.
2.

Researching and then removing or mitigating factors that cause erosion: Remove shoreline
armour. Remove toa. Mitigate the impact of floodwaters14.
Encouraging natural beach and dune regeneration. Appropriately nourish the beach and
dune area to allow for an area of dry beach.

Additional Research Required
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

13

Research is required to substantiate the impacts of the toa on the shoreline: collection of
evidence and anecdotal observations regarding changes along the park edge.
Determine the best method of removing the toa.
Assess the impact of mature coconut palms on establishment of the dune area and preservation
of the park edge, (the coconut may need to be removed along with the toa).
Measure/monitor sediment deposition: Assuming an area of dry beach are the current natural
coastal processing depositing sufficient sand onto the Nukupure Beach area to sustain a dune?
How best nourish and then protect the new dune and beach area against storm coastal
conditions. (Taking into account lessons learnt from the current Beach Nourishment project.)
Consider the impacts of erosion‐protection on the sport field and recreational area. For
example, the re‐grading the park edge and allowing for a vetiver hedge may require field
boundaries to move inland.
Managing floodwater impacts on the sand ramp. Erosion of the sand ramp will impact the dune
area. Vetiver cannot be planted across the ramp area, as it will block vehicle access to the beach.
Agri‐drainage or similar may be required along the south boundary.
Etc.

See AECOM Interdisciplinary Assessment of the Muri Lagoon: Final Report (Jan 2018).

14

Floodwater management at the village‐level is to be addressed by the Mei Te Vai Ki Te Vai project. Work at Nukupure
park is required to protect the park edge and dune area against floodwater impacts.
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Solutions to Seaweed Growth
Initiatives proposed by Mei Te Vai Ke Te Vai to address seaweed growth in the lagoon may impact on
the success of any erosion‐protection solutions proposed for Nukupure Park. Along with the known
impacts of shoreline armour, beach‐loss may be due to less sand being deposited.
•
•
•

•
•

Seaweed and algae in the lagoon may be trapping sediment, preventing it from reaching the
beach.
Shallowing of the lagoon to the south may result in sediment dropping out of the water column
before it reaches Nukupure Park.
Changes in the channel between Nukupure Park and Koromiri‐Oneroa 15 may be increasing the
speed of waterflows along the coastline. Faster‐moving water may be carrying sand past
Nukupure toward Avana harbour, or preventing near‐shore sand from returning to the beach.
The growth of the Koromiri‐sandbar may be affecting onshore wave action.
Reef passages along Muri lagoon have been blocked by coral boulders changing waterflows
between the lagoon and the sea.

Fig. 27 Fishermen walking toward the reef over the Koromiri‐sandbar at high‐tide, 27 Apr 2019
The relationship between waterflow speed and sediment/sand transport within the lagoon has not
been thoroughly researched. A change in the speed of the water through the lagoon to improve
lagoonal flushing may impact on the amount of sand that is deposited along Nukupure beach.

15

Formation of this sandbar may have been fed by the sediment that has been washed into the lagoon by erosion of the
Nukupure Park sand ramp in 2018.
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A STARTING SOLUTION
The following solution includes mitigation of floodwater, the toa, and planting as a dune
stablisation/erosion protection measure.
1. To mitigate the impact of floodwaters (both over‐ground and underground), plant a vetiver
(grass) hedge along the top of the dune bank. The grass is fast‐growing and has a fine and dense
root structure. The roots bind together the soil and aid drainage. Above ground, leaves slow
waterflow and trap water‐borne sediment.
2. Once the vetiver is established (2‐3 months), remove the stand of toa from the park edge and fill
the affected area. The mature coconut palms may also need to be removed.
3. Remove the damaged coir.
4. Regrade the dune area to provide an area of dry sand above the high tide mark. If appropriate,
lay stronger coir matting as surface erosion protection. Use more secure ‘duck‐foot’ pegs.
5. Evaluate plantings for the dune area in terms of their suitability to stabilise the dune. Formalise
the planting plan and avoid over‐vegetating the dune16.
6. Regularly monitor park and dune ‘health’, especially after storm and extreme weather
conditions.
Important: Any remedial work should be adequately researched and be subject to technical
review/EIA processes.

Fig. 28 Vetiver Grass and Coconut Palms
Left: Salinity tests on vetiver. The grass has high salinity tolerance but is best planted above the high
tide level. (Source: Veticon, 2017). Right: Exposed coconut palm roots along Nukupure Park bank
(prior to Beach Nourishment), 23 Feb 2019.

16

See Glossary for definition of ‘over‐vegetation’.
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A NATURAL DUNE
In a natural dune environment (where toa have not established), the shoreline changes in response
to coastal conditions and sand is never lost. As coastal conditions change, sand moves from the
dune to the near‐shore (lagoon), and back‐again.
(Diagrams adapted from The Cycle of Casuarina‐Induced Beach/Dune Erosion, Sealy 2003.)

STAGE 1: Waves wash sand onto the beach. Dry sand from the beach is blown inland and the dune
grows.

STAGE 2: Storm waves reach into the dune. As waves retreat, sand is swept to the near‐shore. The
dune shrinks (erodes).

STAGE 3: In a return to normal coastal conditions, waves wash sand from the near‐shore onto the
beach. Dry sand from the beach is blown inland and the dune is rebuilt.

i
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A TOA DUNE
Where toa grow, sand is lost from the shoreline. Wind and waves take sand inland or offshore
where it cannot be used to rebuild the dune in normal coastal conditions. The ongoing loss of sand
flattens the shape of the dune and the slope of the beach; leading to beach‐loss and coastal erosion.

STAGE 1: Along a flattened shoreline, some sand is lost inland past the trees (between the toa).
Some sand collects around the base of the toa.

STAGE 2: Along a flattened shoreline, storm waves travel further. Some sand is lost inland past the
dune. Some waves are blocked by the toa. The toa directs the wave downward where it digs out the
base of the dune. Retreating waves take the sand beyond the near‐shore — sand is lost
offshore.The dune around the toa erodes and roots are exposed to salt‐water.

STAGE 3: In a return to normal coastal conditions, there is less sand to rebuild the dune.The cycle of
sand‐loss continues (Stages 1 and 2). Eventually the toa dies/falls and the sea moves inland. There
is permanent beach‐loss and in storm coastal conditions waves start to erode the land.
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GLOSSARY
The following terms provide an introduction to environmental factors that impact on the Nukupure
Park shoreline environment.
(coastal/shoreline) armour see shoreline hardening
beach‐loss occurs when seasonal sand losses are greater than sand gains. The perceived year‐to‐
year trend is that the beach is getting narrower. See sand budget.
beach nourishment: Artificially adding sand to the beach or dune area. A nourished or ‘artificial’
dune is less‐stable than one formed through natural processes. Sand in a natural dune has been
graded by wave and wind action. Wind builds the dune in layers of sand that are of a similar grain
size. Sand moved to the beach mechanically is less‐stable as it is ‘jumbled‐up’: it is not layered, and is
a mix of different‐sized grains.
coastal erosion permanent loss of the area above the dune bank (land); sea moving inland.
coir biodegradeable coconut fibre matting; commonly‐used as temporary surface‐erosion
protection.
dune the sand bank area above the high‐tide mark. Dunes are formed by dry sand being blown
inland off the beach. In storm surges, waves reach over the beach and into the dune area. As waves
retreat, they move sand from the dune offshore. The changing shape of the dune protects the land
from wave impact. For a dune to be sustained there must be a source of sand (sufficient dry sand
beach) and wind action. See also sand budget.
dune stabilisation processes that bind together the sand that makes up a dune. Binding can be
across the surface/face of the dune and/or between the layers of sand. Planting is one way of
stabilising a dune: foliage can protect the surface of the dune from wave action and trap wind‐
bourne sand; roots can hold together the dune face and bind it to the lower (under) layers. The
impacts of vegetation‐as‐stablisation vary.
Naturally‐vegetated dunes are sparsely populated with plants such as grasses that can survive being
buried and then uncovered as the dune moves.
Artificially‐vegetated dunes tend to be densely and mechanically planted. Plants are more likely to
be selected and distributed across the dune for aesthetic effect (‘looks nice’), or recreational benefit
(e.g. to shade/shelter picnicers). See also over‐vegetation.
normal conditions / storm conditions considering a coastal environment project includes describing
coastal conditions: wind and wave action (where waves are formed by wind and current/tidal
change).
Normal conditions coastal conditions resulting from moderate winds/moderate tides.
Storm conditions coastal conditions resulting from high winds and ‘king’‐tides. See also dune and
sand‐budget.
over‐vegetation: human‐led dune planting that is not sympathetic to natural processes. Planting
may be too dense, too varied, or include plants that are not suited to a dune environment. Plants
may be artificially sustained (sheltered, watered or fertilised). The result may be a hardening of the
dune area which leads to beach‐loss and coastal erosion.
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sand budget: a model for understanding how shorelines change in response to seasonal coastal
conditions.
In normal conditions sand is deposited onto the beach by cross‐shore currents and wave action.
There is sand gain: the beach grows wider/sea moves further away from the land.
In storm conditions, high waves move sand offshore from the beach and dune area. There is sand
loss: the beach narrows/sea moves closer to the land.
scarp: a vertical or near‐vertical slope. In the case of dune erosion typically the result of storm wave
action on the face of the dune.
sediment: sand, soil etc.

Fig. 29 Shoreline Armour (Muri), 23 Feb 2019
Rock revetment at Muri Beachcomber (left) and sandbagging at Pacific Resort.
At Muri Beachcomber it is likely that armour was initially constructed to protect the toa visible along
the bank top right and behind the distant coconut.
shoreline hardening: Protecting the shoreline (land) from wave attack with a fixed barrier such as a
bulkhead, seawall or revetment (e.g. a boulder bank). The fixed barrier (or ‘armour’) stops upland
erosion but impacts on the beach and nearshore environment in two ways:
1. Sand from the beach cannot move inland to sustain the dune.
2. Sand is lost from the base of the barrier, decreasing the width of the beach and increasing water
depth.
Shoreline hardening preserves land but results in beach‐loss.
toa / Ironwood / Australian Pine / Casuarina equisetifolia L. An invasive tree that grows in coastal
conditions and causes coastal erosion.
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